
Benefits

All-Scenario Wi-Fi 6 Solution

With innovative smart antenna and triple-radio technologies, AirEngine 6761 series APs enable full Wi-Fi
coverage, even in dense environments such as stadiums and meeting rooms. AirEngine 5671R series outdoor
APs offer a more cost-effective option for outdoor coverage. All these help enterprises build Wi-Fi 6 networks
featuring blind spot-free coverage, "zero-waiting" services, and lossless roaming.

Low-Carbon Intelligent CloudEngine Switches

CloudEngine S5735-L stands out with flexible networking, robust security, strong Layer 3 routing, higher
performance, and powerful service processing. With multiple energy-saving technologies, such as port
dormancy, automatic port power adjustment options, CloudEngine S5735-L achieves gigabit to the desktop in
an energy-efficient way.

One-Stop Network Management Center

In multi-branch campus scenarios, Huawei's CloudCampus 3.0 Solution helps enterprises build a one-stop
network management center that draws on big data, AI, SDN, and cloud management. The resulting benefits
include E2E automation, intelligent O&M, high-quality wired and wireless services, automatic service
provisioning, intelligent experience assurance, and increased security protection.

All-New Products Creating New Value Across Industries

Huawei's all-new campus network products are a good fit for customers across industries, such as education,
healthcare, hotel, retail, finance, and public sector, to build stable and reliable campus networks featuring
ultimate user experience, superfast access to clouds, intelligent O&M, and differentiated service assurance.

Purpose

Enjoy much-shortened lead-
time and much faster delivery 
when ordering Huawei network 
products

Easily source urgently-
needed products for projects 
that must be implemented 
before end of 2022

A closer communication 
about product’s availability 
between Huawei and its 
partners/end-customers

Promotion details

*QTY/PO：Maximum number of devices per PO.

Campus Switch Access GE
•S5735-L24T4X-A1 (24*10/100/1000BASE-T ports, 4*10GE SFP+ ports, AC power)
•S5735-L24P4X-A1 (24*10/100/1000BASE-T ports, 4*10GE SFP+ ports, PoE+, AC power)
•S5735-L48T4X-A1 (48*10/100/1000BASE-T ports, 4*10GE SFP+ ports, AC power)
•S5735-L48P4X-A1 (48*10/100/1000BASE-T ports, 4*10GE SFP+ ports, PoE+, AC power)
•S5735-L24P4S-A1 (24*10/100/1000BASE-T ports, 4*GE SFP ports, PoE+, AC power)
•S5735-L24T4S-A1 (24*10/100/1000BASE-T ports, 4*GE SFP ports, AC power)
•S5735-L8P4S-A1 (8*10/100/1000BASE-T ports, 4*GE SFP ports, PoE+, AC power)
•S5735-L8T4S-A1 (8*10/100/1000BASE-T ports, 4*GE SFP ports, AC power)

Campus Switch Access 10GE
•S6730-H24X6C (24*10GE SFP+ ports, 6*40GE QSFP28 ports, optional license for
upgrade to 6*100GE QSFP28, without power module)

Terms and conditions

Promotion period Till 30th June, 2022

Program  Code P31211115 (required to Deal Registration and Order Placing)
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Indoor AP
•AirEngine5761-11 (11ax indoor, 2+2 dual bands, smart antenna, USB, BLE)
•AirEngine5761-21 (11ax indoor, 2+4 dual bands, smart antenna, USB, BLE)
•AirEngine5761-11W(11ax indoor, 2+2 dual bands, smart antenna, USB, BLE)

•AirEngine6761-21T(11ax indoor, 2+2+4 tri bands, smart antenna, USB, BLE)
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Outdoor AP
•AirEngine5761R-11E(11ax outdoor, 2+2/2 dual bands, external antenna, USB, BLE)
•AirEngine5761R-11(11ax outdoor, 2+2 dual bands, built-in antenna, USB, BLE)
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WLAN Controller
•AC6508 (10*GE ports, 2*10GE SFP+ ports, with the AC/DC adapter)
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Router
•AR651W(2*GE WAN,8*GE LAN,1*USB2.0,802.11b/g/n/ac,2*2MIMO,1*MIC slot)
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